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                  Come and explore our wonderfully wild region; we have over 40 Nature Reserves and other places to visit.
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                  By booking your event with us you are actively helping us to restore and protect nature across the north west.
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                  We are working tirelessly for nature's recovery on land and at sea across Lancashire, Manchester and North Merseyside.
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                  Could you do something really special to help nature thrive? Start fundraising today and help us fight for brighter future for wildlife.
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                  We receive zero government funding and rely on our members and grants to support our charitable activities.
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            Nearby Nature Report

        

        

    
    
        How local nature helped the people of Manchester and beyond get through the Coronavirus Lockdown.
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            Volunteer Diversity Monitoring Form 

        

        

    
    
        As an inclusive employer, we value diversity and we’re committed to creating an inclusive culture where everyone is able to be themselves and to reach their full potential. We are committed to providing fair and equal treatment for all staff, volunteers, customers, suppliers and visitors. We believe that a diverse workforce will help us create our vision of people close to nature, with land and seas rich in wildlife.



Please help us by completing the following Volunteer Diversity Monitoring Form.



The information collected on this form will be anonymous. 
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        Autumn is a time of hunting for conkers, kicking through great drifts of fallen leaves, roasting chestnuts, and roaring bonfires.
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            An autumn in Lancashire

        

        

    
    
        Youth Council member and keen naturalist, Tanglewest, writes about the wonders of autumn in Lancashire
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        As we celebrate the autumn equinox, nature lovers from all over the Lancashire Wildlife Trust share their favourite wild reads. As summer comes to an end and we spend more time indoors, this is…
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        A late-flowering plant, Autumn gentian displays pretty, mauve, tube-like flowers atop its reddish stems. It favours dry, chalk grassland and sand dune habitats.
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            New report reveals devastating loss of UK wildlife

        

        

    
    
        The UK’s wildlife continues to decline according to the State of Nature 2019 report.
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            Autumn wildlife

        

        

    
    
        For many plants, insects and some mammals, autumn is a time of slowing down, of shutting down. It’s all about changing where and how you live in preparation for the great annual emergency: winter. For many birds it’s about arrivals and departures, some flying south in pursuit of food and warmth, while others arrive from the Arctic for a mellower winter. The red deer decide that this is the moment to get dramatic about breeding, while all around them summer's lush greens become browns and oranges, punctuated with pops of red and purple berries.
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            Gardening for wildlife this autumn

        

        

    
    
        Our friends at Vine House Farm share their top tips for wildlife gardening this autumn!
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            What to plant in autumn

        

        

    
    
        Brighten up the colder months with some autumn planting for wildlife. My Wild City Project Officer, Hilary, is here to tell you how...
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            Why do leaves turn orange in the autumn? 

        

        

    
    
        Orange is just one of the many colours we see emerge amongst the leaves of deciduous trees and shrubs throughout the autumn months. But why does this happen? We're here to fill you in!
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            Wading into autumn

        

        

    
    
        For many birdwatchers, things are just hotting up! We might be reaching the end of summer, but this is when a group of birds known as waders start to appear on our shores. Here are ten waders to…
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